Abstract---A training framework is developed in this paper to design optimal nonlinear filters for various signal and image processing tasks. The targeted families of nonlinear filters are the Boolean filters and stack filters. The main merit of this framework at the implementation level is perhaps the absence of constraining models, making it nearly universal in terms of application areas. We develop fast procedures to design optimal or close to optimal filters, based on some representative training set. Furthermore, the training framework shows explicitly the essential part of the initial specification and how it affects the resulting optimal solution. Symmetry constraints are imposed on the dala and, consequently, on the resulting optimal solutions for improved performance and ease of implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE last few decades have brought to the attention of T the signal processing community a new field of research-nonlinear digital filtering-which has proved to be very effective when dealing with data corrupted by noise having a heavy tailed distribution. This field is continuously growing, mainly in two directions: finding new classes of filters, which possess useful properties, and developing new design techniques. The class of stack filters [18] is one of the recent and major classes of nonlinear filters that is large enough to contain filters with various types of behavior from which one can select the best suited for the given application. Several optimal design techniques were proposed for selecting the best filter in the class of stack filters or in other related classes, according to the MAE criterion [3] - [5] , [6] , [20] , founding a well-established theory, which will be quoted in the sequel as the classical theory. In almost all of these classical papers, the approach taken was an analytical one, based on the availability of signal and noise models. Although this approach gives insight into the way in which the modification of some model parameters affects the optimal solution, the link between the final solution and the initial data of the filtering problem is made only in an indirect way, requiring some model assumptions and setting of some parameters that are not natural in some practical applications. For example, in image filtering applications, the mean absolute error (MAE) is not well defined since data and noise can hardly be supposed jointly stationary.
Over the past few years in the engineering literature, the training framework for the "optimal design" problem has become increasingly popular due to the availability and widespread use of "neural network" type solutions for many practical problems. This framework is mainly the same as the one in which estimation theory is developed. There, an optimal problem is roughly expressed as follows: "Given the examples in the form of a training data set, find the model that matches best the examples." However, the "training" concept emphasizes more some practical meaningful ingredients as the sufficiency of the training set and the generalization power of the optimal solution (there will be more about these concepts latter).
The estimation approach was used in [21] to implement an optimal solution starting from the given data. However, the solutions obtained are merely approximations of some "ideal optimal solution" defined in the classical sense, i.e., minimizing the expectation of the estimation error. An adaptive approach to optimal stack filtering was proposed in [Ill, where the procedure acts similarly to LMS algorithms, training the filter at each new pair of (input, target) data such as to preserve the stacking property and to advance toward an optimum solution.
Our approach to optimal filter design is similar with respect to the optimization criterion to the adaptive approach [ 111, but the optimal solution is derived, as in "training" methods, after preprocessing the whole training set to extract the relevant information (in the form of cost coefficients). Based on this compressed information, we show that the optimal Boolean filter, which can be readily computed, can be used in a projection procedure for the very fast derivation of the optimal stack filter.
In the first part of this paper, we shall define the training framework for the general class of Boolean filters (stack filters in particular).
The definition and architectures of stack filters are first reviewed in the next section. In Section 111, we first define the training (7) approach to optimal design. We transform the integer domain optimization problem into a linear programming (LP) problem, where the costs coefficients are functions of the training set. We establish properties of the cost coefficients, and in order to compute their mean, we introduce statistical assumptions leading to a new formulation of the optimal problem, which has been denoted the (D. @) approach, based on training data (where 2) is the target image) and on statistical assumptions (@-probability distribution functions of the independent noise). The connections between the optimal Boolean filter and the optimal stack filter are derived, resulting in a projection rule that allows a very fast design of the stack filter starting from the optimal Boolean filter. We describe in Section IV new and fast suboptimal and optimal design procedures and exemplify one implementation in a matrixbased computing environment. Optimal filter design under symmetry constraints is considered in Section V. Section VI presents robustness case studies dealing entirely with natural images. The properties of 7 -and (D. @)-optimal Boolean and stack filters are analyzed when D , which is the desired signal, i s the image of a natural scene. Assuming that the noise is stationary, we analyze the effect of changing the desired signal (using various natural images) and the characteristics of the noise (the probability distribution function, the mean, and the variance). Finally, the computational performances of the FASTAF procedure are compared with other well-known procedures for optimal stack filter design.
STACK FILTERS: DEFINITIONS AND ARCHITECTURES
In this section, we review the stack filtering architecture and introduce the basic notation that will be used in the sequel.
We will assume that the signals to be processed take integer values in the set (0, . . . , M } . When referring to a signal value, the following conventions will be used: capital letters denote integer valued signals, lowercase letters denote binary valued signals, and underlined letters stand for vector-valued variables.
The thresholding at level m operator will be denoted by Tm, and the binary value obtained by thresholding an integer variable at level m will be denoted by the variable name with small letters, with superscript m, i.e., Using the threshold decomposition, one can accomplish a (redundant) binary codification of an integer value I into the Implementation of stack filtering in (a) the binary domain, and in column binary vector [a" ZM-l . . . illT, which can be decoded back into the integer value by simply adding its elements:
Let X ( t ) denote the signal that must be filtered and D ( t ) the original signal (i.e., the signal D ( t ) is not known during the filtering stage but only a noisy version of it-X(t)-is available to be processed by the filter; however, during the design stage, we must consider as known the "ideal" signal D(1) as well). At time t , the filter has available a small number of samples of the signal X ( . ) . The shape of the window x(t) around the current input sample X ( t ) , which is processed by the filter, is also considered to be given. For 1-D signals, the window is built in the following way:
where the length of the vector X ( t ) , in this case, is N = I\il + -V, + 1. In image processing applications, we consider that the way to arrange the samples inside the vector x(t) is known and fixed. The output of a stack filter can be computed in two equivalent ways. The binary domain computation is represented in Fig. l(a) : First, the input window x(t) is decomposed (applying to its elements the threshold operator at levels 1 , . . . , M ) into M binary windows g1(t),...,z"(t); then, each binary window is processed by a Boolean filter f(:), which satisfies the stacking constraint [IS] and the binary values obtained f ( g l ( t ) ) . . . . , f(g"(t)) are summed up to obtain the output of the filter Y(1) = Y f ( X ( 2 ) ) .
The inequality g 2 g between two vectors holds if all entries in c are greater than or equal to the corresponding entries in z.
A Boolean function satisfying the stacking constraint is called a positive Boolean function and has the additional property that it can be expressed in a unique sum of products form (disjunctive normal form) with all the variables appearing only iuncomplemented 181. The processing inside a stack filter can be represented in an equivalent form in the integer domain as shown in Fig. l(b) . The equivalence between the binary domain and the integer domain processing can be easily derived using the correspondence between the min and ruax operations in the integer domain with the AND and OR operations in the binary domain. It becomes clear that the clonnecting matrix in Fig. l(b) selects the variables that appear in the minimal disjunctive form of the positive Boolean function. As an example, for the PBF the connecting matrix in Fig. l -the input set X = {x(t)}T=l (the integer signal
X ( t ) is already arranged in windows)
-the desired output set D = {D(l)}~=l the filter class C (a member of this class being identified by the parameter vector E.) ,find the filter parameters W* that minimize the criterion
No restrictive hypothesis concerning the data was imposed in this training formulation (e.g., stationarity is not required). However, in order to obtain results useful for other sets of data, we require that the selected sel. of data be "representative." This issue will be elaborated upon in the following.
The same type of criterion was considered in [lo] and [ I l l , but there, in order to define an optimal solution, some statistical assumptions about the data were imposed.
The criterion MAE
can be seen as a particular case of the criterion (6), which is obtained, e.g., under ergodicity hypothesis, for large training sets
R. Reducing the Optimal Design Problem to a Linear Programming Problem
We want to retain in our framework the least restriction regarding the filter class and then, after dealing with the most general problem, to adapt it to different particular cases. Hence, we introduce the following definition. All filters possessing the TD property will be called Boolean filters for the obvious reason that their processing can be expressed in the decomposed form presented in Fig. l(a) and that they are completely specified given the function Jw, which must be a Boolean function. The class of Boolean filters contains as subclasses stack filters. weighted-order statistic filters, weighted median filters, and morphological filters with flat structuring elements, but it does not reduce to any of them (for a comprehensive picture of the representation properties (including integer domain representations) and implementation aspects for this filter class, see [SI) . There are, however, some important classes of filters that do not possess the TD property such as linear filters, L-filters, and variable rank order statistic filters 1161 for which other methods different from the one presented here must be considered for the optimal design.
We next state and prove the result that relates the integer domain expression of criterion (6) to a binary domain expression.
First, define for all binary vectors vi the following:
MO(gi)-the set of all pairs ( t , m ) for which P ( t ) = 0 and :"(t) = 2;;
x (Card denotes the cardinality of a set); (10) (9) NO ( find the filter parameters c;V* that minimize the criterion
In the rest of the paper, we denote optimal BooleanjWer to be the filter minimizing (17) (which may be suboptimal with respect to criterion (6)), whereas the optimal stack filter IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSlNG, VOL. 5 , NO. 6, JUNE 1996 will be optimal with respect to both (17) and (6)). Note that the compression rate achieved using the coefficient set instead of the original training data depends on N and T . For small values of Ai, the compression is effective (true for most practical cases), whereas for large window sizes, there is no more compression. 
C. Properties of the Cost

,(X(t)).
We obtain the following fast implementation of the computations in (9)- (12), which will serve as a first stage in the optimal design procedure:
Stage I: For all t = 1, . . , T , do the following.
Order the entries of X ( t ) to obtain the increasing sequence X(l), . .
. , X ( N ) , and find T , which is the index such that X ( T ) 5 D ( t ) 5 X(T+l).
The above loops will not be performed if the first limit is greater than the second. No and NI are initialized with 0 for all iZ. The computation of the cost coefficients is the most costly stage in the procedures for optimal stack filter design, and thus, we must improve the efficiency by all means, e.g., by keeping track at time t of the entries already sorted increasingly at step t -1.
) Properties of the Cost Coeficients:
In this section, we derive an integer domain expression for the cost coefficients, and then, we compute the statistical mean of the cost coefficients for some precise assumptions about the generation of the training set, leading to a new formulation of the optimality problem.
Denote minus, which is the stack filter that selects the minimum of thosepixels in the processing window corresponding 
Prim$ Using (16) and (17), we can write
If we arrange the vectors 9, for all i = 1, . . . , 2 N as the columins of a matrix, we ob&n the matrix K [2] . From (21) and (22), it follows that
(24)
This formula can be inverted to give the values of the cost coefficients in terms of (20) However, the matrix L = K-l also has a simple structure and can be computed recursively ([l] , p. 13) as 
2N
This formula immediately gives the computational expression
17
The cost coefficients we introduced in (13) and (14) are functions of the training set. If we assume that this training set was generated by a statistical model-more precisely, by a Markov chain-the statistical mean of the cost coefficients has been computed in [3] and has been shown to be identical to the asymptotic values of the cost coefficients [ 131. In the following, we propose a different statistical scenario, assuming that we have given as initial specification of the design problem the desired image and the probability distribution of c ( g i ) in the integer domain (19).
of the independent errors [15] . In this scenario, one can compute the mean of the cost coefficients starting from the integer representation of the cost coefficients (19) since the output distriibution of rriin, for independent (but possibly not identically) distributed i n c h is well known [ 191. However, we will deduce the mean coefficients in an indirect but simpler manner, where we will also have the merit to emphasize the new setting of the optimal problem, which is different from Problem 1. Making full use of the statistical assumptions, the optimal stack filter design based on the mean cost coefficients is expected to be very robust in that the optimal filter will perform close to optimal for many noise realizations. This property is further illustrated in the experimental section. 
with CO given by (18) and
is the output of a stack filter, then 
The probabilities in the above expressions can be evaluated as follows:
finally yielding (30). 
has been generated as described in the assumiptions of Problem 3, then the cost coefficients computed using (9)- (14) have the mean (2,) .
(33)
Proof: From (24), we have
(34) and since K is nonsingular (its inverse being the matrix L), it 0 results that EC = C(D,'), and hence, (33) is true.
D. Connections Between the Optimal Boolean Filter and the Optimal Stack Filter and Derivation of Projection Rules
In order to find the Boolean function f b* that makes (17) or (251) minimum, it is very easy to see-that the following assignment [9] , [l 11, [20] will provide the optimal solution:
The don't care positions can be set to either 1 or 0, without affectling the performance cost and, therefore, will be assigned, taking into account different criteria, e.g., the lowest comp1exit.y of implementation of the resulting -f b * . The algorithm (35) for finding fb* is very fast since it contains only trivial comparisons andassignment operations. It will serve as a basis for finding the optimal stack filter using a projection approach. In ordler to find the projection mechanism, we analyze, in the following, the connections between the optimal Boolean filter and the optimal stack filter. 
We first check that f + . , given by V1(f,fin) = Il(f'), -is a PBF indeed. For any gi E fl(fb) - obviously true:
is the minimal in (36). immediately from i) and ii).
-max )e an optimal = 0. f + . = f +* .
-min then f+new with PBF optimal with respect to (17).
then j+new with Vg(ftnew) = Vo(f+) -U {g2} is also a PBF optimal with respect to (17). Therefore, Io(fb*) and Il(fb*) can be extended with the vectors corresponding to zero cost coefficients when either (48) or (49) is fulfilled. This will reduce the cardinality of the undecided set and will also lead in the case of (48) to a PBF with a reduced number of minimal terms.
The formal results we presented in this section establish the rules for the projection of the Boolean filter into the stack filter class, i.e., fixing the values of f + (~, ) for all vectors
to the values taken by f b * ( g , ) .
In the next section, we present techniques that can be used to decide the values of f + for vectors in the undecided set -Iu (fb* 1.
E. Optimization of the Stack Filter After the Projection Stage
Denote h, to be the However, for a directed graph, the incidence matrix is totally unimodular (see e.g., [12] , p. 274). When adding one by one the inequalities (52) to the system (51) (each time a row is added, which has the only nonzero entry with value 1), the matrix of the system remains totally unimodular [12, p. 2801 . Since the free vector of the inequality system (51)- (52) is an integer and the matrix of the system is totally unimodular, all basic feasible solutions of the linear programmming problem problem remains an application-dependent issue, and we need to look for a more, efficient alternative to solve the problem, even if sometimes only suboptimally. However, even when the LP problem is tractable, it may advance slowly toward the global optimum solution because (50)-(52) is a degenerate LP problem, (e.g., hundreds of iterations can be done until an improvement of the cost criterion is achieved). One way to accelerate the convergence of LP procedures is to initialize them as close as possible to the optimum solution, e.g., using a (sub)optimal procedure. Next, we present an iterative procedure that advances toward the optimum, checking if adding or deleting groups of vectors from the onset of the PBF would produce an improvement.
Let f + be the current PBF, and check the following ways to improve its performance criterion: a) extending the onset with a minimal term corresponding b) extending the offset with the vectors stacking over
The improvement in performance can be evaluated adding only a small number of cost coefficients (there is no need to evaluate the costs over all uj E B N ) as follows: For case a) (50)-(52) must be integer valued vectors [3] .
to ai 1 Vl (fimprov + ) 
A. Fast Oprimal Stack Filter Design f o r a Fixed Order of the Filter
As direct consequences of the properties and connections between optimal Boolean filters and optimal stack filters derived in the preceding sections, we present in Table I the new procedure for stack filter design.
The procedure formed by Stages 1-111 has proven very effective in the extensive simulations reported in the experimental section. In nearly 90% of the cases, the procedure reached the global optimum. In the remaining 10% of the cases, the suboptimal solutions were only a few tenths of percent higher than the global optimum. Thus, Stage IV has been used mainly to check that fAPT.III is indeed the global optimum.
The variant of simplex that we selected for implementing
Step lV.l has rL, = Card(Iu(fb*)) principal variables and r n slack variables (where m is the number of inequalities in (51) and (52)).
The initialization in Step IV.2 is realized by iterating the simplex algorithm as follows: We start with the basic extrerne solution, where all nonbasic variables are the principal variables, and at each step, we enforce pivoting, such that each variable gz with ,,,(g,) = 1 enters the basis. In order not to violate the LP constraints, the sequence of insertion of such g p is in decreasing order of their Hamming weight. When
Step IV.2 is accomplished, the LP solution will be identical to -OPT f + 111' only with a cost of Cal-d(Iu(fb*) n VI(&,^^^^)) < nT simplex iterations, which is muchfaster than letting the simplex iterate with the classical rule of column selection (namely, selection of the nonbasic variable with maximal positive cost) because (51) and (52) is a degenerate LP problem.
B. Fast Optimal Stack Filter Design in a Matrix Computing Environment
The optimal stack filter design procedure developed in the previous section can be efficiently implemented in a general purpose programming language, e.g., C. It is possible to describe the steps of the FASTAF procedure using an alternative formulation in a matrix environment with the main operation being the product of a matrix with a vector. This will provide an immediate and compact implementation of FASTAF in a Matlab environment but also will shed additional light into the simplicity of the procedure.
We present in Table I1 the implementation of stages IT and I11 of FASTAF. The connections between the formulations in Tables I1 and I can be readily established, given the significance of the conjunctive matrix K (23) (see also Fig. 2 and a simplified procedure in [ 141). Note that checking for improvements of fred in Table I1 is slightly different algorithmically than Step 111.5 in Table 1 in order to use efficiently the facilities of the Matlab language.
V. OPTIMAL DESIGN UNDER SYMMETRY CONSTRAINTS
In some applications, there may exist some regularities (such as symmetry) in the data to be processed, which induce some regularities in the solution of the optimal design problem. If in the training set selected to be leamed the regularities are slightly violated (e.g., in the cases of natural data sets), the optimal solution may deviate from the regular type of solution, which is expected. These cases of overfitting unimportant (particular) information in the training set must usually be avoided for two reasons: First, the solution must be near optimal for more data sets than the specific one used in the design stage, and second, by imposing additional constraints (e.g., symmetry), less complex solutions may result.
Since the filter perceives data through the template that slides along the signal, the symmetry of the data will be defined, taking into account the shape and the "spatial" order defined inside the window. The data that is the initial specification of the optimal design problem is the set (in fact, the multiset, since we allow repetition of the same elements in the set) 7 = { ( X ( t ) , D(t))}TII or, equivalently, the set of binary windows and signals 'Tb = { (~( i ) ; d(i))}T=!f. In the process of optimal filter design, the order in which the elements of this set are indexed is not relevant.
Consider that some symmetry transformation can be defined, which transforms the window X to X, 1 s ( X ) .
Example: Consider a 2-D signal and a template of size 3 x 3. We define next several types of symmetry that arise naturally: left-right, s i -T ; up-down, S,-d; symmetry with respect to the origin so; and the identity s i d , as shown in Fig. 4 . The four symmetry functions form a group w.r.t. the composition of end end f -optimal(Id)=f (Id) ; f -optimal(Iu)=f -red; end functions (the composition of the symmetries can be followed in the diagram in Fig. 4) .
Dejkition 5.1: The data in the training set is s,ymmetric w.r.t. the symmetry s if
{ ( X ( t ) ,
W)>L = {(.(X(P)), D(P)))PT,l. (55)
The simplest way to enforce the symmetry constraint for an asymmetric training set 7 = { ( X ( t ) , D ( t ) ) } T 1 is to build an extended set I" having twice the cardinality of I
7' = IUI"
= { ( X ( t ) ,
W)}%l, U M X ( P ) ) , D(P))}PT,l. (56)
(all oplerations arc multiset operations).
Denote by c(2) the cost coefficients obtained for the set 7 and ?(g) that for 7 " . (57)
After the preprocessing stage of the optimal design procedure applied to the extended training set I", we get
which shows that extended cost coefficients for symmetric windows are equal. Furthermore, this relation gives an alternative way to compute the extended set of cost coefficients:
There is no need to process the extended training set I", but it is enough to apply (58) after processing the original training set 7. Due to (58), the Boolean filter designed using the extended cost coefficients will be symmetric, i.e.,
The resulting minimal and maximal PBF's .ffTn, iffx will also be symmetric since It is straightforward [ 171 to impos'e the symmetry constraint in Stage I11 of the FASTAF procedure, i.e., when looking for the improvement of f + by adding or deleting a group of vectors from V l ( f + ) toselect this group of vectors such that it is closed with respect to the symmetry property. Thus, we prove that the final -f:pT,III will respect the symmetry constraints which will be shown in the case studies section to increase the robustness of the stack filter.
VI. CASE STUDY: TRAINING SET SIGNALS ARE NATURAL IMAGES CORRUPTED BY ADDITIVE NOISE
The general optimality theory developed in the previous sections for stack filtering is now applied to more specific cases in order to gain further analytical and experimental insights into the problem of optimal design of stack filters. The frame of the experiments is built carefully, setting at fixed values some filter parameters as the window length and focusing on the different experimental situations, which can be at least roughly characterized in practice by a limited number of parameters, e.g., the mean and SNR of the signal.
In this c,ase study, we analyze the properties of optimal Boolean ancl stack filters when the desired signal in the training se6 is the image of a natural scene. We examine the effect of changing the desired signal (using various natural images) and the characteristics of the noise (the probability distribution function, the mean, and the variance). The corrupting process is assumed to be stationary and i.i.d. The experiments we performed cover the following situations:
* changing the noise PDF and its variance * changing the variance and the mean of the noise changing the desired signal and the noise variance (One additional situation considered is imposing symmetry constraints.)
-changing the training set size and realizations of the noise.
(The optimal design is carried out in both I and ( D ; @)
approaches.) Finally, the computational performance for the new optimal stack filter design procedure is compared with those of other optimal stack filter design procedures. The general experimental conditions are set as follows. One training set contains the desired image [D(i, j ) ] i = 1 : 5 1 2 , j = 1 : 5 1 2 and the perturbed image resulting after corrupting the desired image with i.i.d. noise [7] with mean E ( v ) 1 0 and variance The nonlinear perturbation process is
The template function of the filter is a window of size 3 x 3, including all the neighbors (in 8-connectivity) of the current pixel.
Note that due to the nonlinear effect of the noise on the original image, given by (63), the PDF. of the effective noise deviates slightly from the PDF. in (61) (the large values of the outliers are truncated), and the effective noise variance is smaller than in (62).
A. Experiment (A-SNR): Changing the PDF and the Variance of the Noise
The experiment consists of designing optimal Boolean and stack filters for 120 training sets, generated with various pairs (A, CJ,) , with the picture "harbor" as the desired image. The parameter X varies between 0.1 (corresponding to a heavy tailed distribution) and 1 (corresponding to a Gaussian distribution). Equivalently, the independent variables will be considered to be (A, S N R e~) , where SNR,R is estimated from the training set (and not computed using (62)).
) Stack Filter Design:
The condition (45) was found to hold in roughly one fourth of the cases. The resulting stack filters are thus identical to the Boolean filters in those cases. In the other cases, the stack filter solutions are different from the Boolean ones. As can be seen from Fig. 5 , a larger number of residual terms (vectors gi, where f6*(ui) = 1 and f ; i , (~i ) = 0) implies a larger relative difference between optimal Boolean and optimal stack filter criteria. However, the largest value of the relative difference is 1.23%, suggesting that the optimal stack and Boolean filters have very close performances. This is yet another revealing property of the importance of stack filters as a major subclass of Boolean filters, at least as far as image restoration is concerned.
2) Sensitivity Measure for Robustness Evaluation: For the window width considered in this experiment ( N = 9), the number of stack filters is well over 4 billion. It is thus conceivable that the 120 stack filter solutions be all different. This is actually the case; there is a large number of filters that can fit well within the particularities in the training set. Robustness, on the other hand, will not be considered in the sense of invariance of the filters resulting for problems with close initial specification, but rather in the sense of a low sensitivity of the solution due to changes in the initial specifications. We define the following sensitivity measure.
Dejinition-Relative Criteria Difference: The sensitivity (or the relative criteria difference) of the optimal solution J"io induced by the training set So and evaluated over a training set Si is where J ( S i , f * ) is the optimal criterion value for the training set S,, and J ( & , f * ) is the value of the performance criterion obtained with the filter f>, over the training set S,.
Using the above definition of relative criteria difference, we shall introduce now the notion of filter covering.
--s, Those "essentially" different filters among the 120 obtained in the optimal design experiment can now be determined by finding the minimum number of filters that cover at a threshold E all the other filters. That is, we subdivide the experiment space under the above sensitivity criterion into regions yielding a reduced number of optimal solutions.
Table III(a) shows the partition of the experiment space into merely seven different regions using the covering at a threshold E = 1%. In each region, the performance of the covering filter is less than 1% worse than that of the corresponding optimal filter. 1 t is quite remarkable that only seven filters succeeded in coveriing all the experiment points, given the very large spread in the values of RCD sensitivity: Sometimes, it varies between 0 and 1%, but very often, it ranges between 30 and 50%. The main feature that discriminates between the seven coveriing filters is what we define as filter activity, i.e., the number of binary vectors for which f (2,) is different from the identity Boolean function ( f ( x l , x 2 . . . . , ZN) = z~~+ l where Nl + 1 is the output reference index). For high SNR values, the activity of the filter is low (e.g., filter 1 and filter 3) and for low SNR values, the activity is high (e.g., filter 6 and filter 7).
At a fixed SNR value, the filter activity should be higher in the presence of Gaussian noise than impulsive noise. For example, at 7.5 dB, the number of active terms is decreasing for filters 6, 5, 4, and 3; see Table III(a) . This follows the intuition that, at the same SNR level, Gaussian noise disturbs a larger number of binary windows (from the overall 512 windows) than impulsive noise. On the other hand, the same filter is seen to be (sub)optimal at high SNR values in the presenlce of Gaussian noise and low SNR values in impulsive noise. As an example, filter 3 is (sub)optimal in the interval (13.5 and 16.5 dB) for the Gaussian distribution and in the interval (7.5 and 13.5 dB) for the impulsive distribution.
B. Experiment ( E (U)-SNR): Changing the
Mean and the Variance of Noise I ) Robustness Analysis: The classical assumptions on the noise process concerning its mean being zero is relaxed in this section. The aim is to study the effect on the optimal solutions in terms of robustness when changing the mean and the variance of the noise.
In this experiment, we analyze the effect of changing simultaneously the mean and the variance of the noise affecting the desired image "harbor." We use 132 different training sets with the noise mean ranging from -20 to +20 and SNR from 3 to 19.5 dB.
Fifteen optimal stack filters were found to cover (sub)optimally all the 132 training sets at a threshold of E = 0.02. These are displayed in Table III(b) .
The differences between the performance criteria for the optimal Boolean and stack filters over all the training sets are plotted in Fig. 5 . The number of residual terms, after extracting the maximal positive Boolean functions, is also plotted in the same figure. The differences are the highest observed during these experiments but still to a level lower than 6%. The number of residual terms is large and for almost all the points in the experiment, the constraint (45) is violated.
An important conclusion of E;xperiment (A-SNR) can be expressed as follows: For zero mean noise, the properties of the optimal filter are mainly decided by the SNR of the application and only as a secondary factor by the distribution ofthe noise. In this experiment, where the mean of the noise is allowed to vary, it can be seen from Table III (b) that the most important factor becomes the value of the mean. Only for very low absolute values of the mean (near zero-mean assumption), the SNR is taken into account. For high values of the mean, the optimal filter is decided according to the mean value, irrespective of the SNR levels.
Motivated by these findings, one can draw the following heuristic picture: The mean of the noise decides what order statistics filter is the best for the training set for reducing the mean of the filter output. The SNR level in the training set (the variance of the noise) decides to what extent a stack filter must differ from an order statistilcs filter to take into account filters needed for (nearly) optimally covering very dz#erent image:s leads naturally to the following conjecture.
Conjecture: It is possible to build a library (catalog) of optimal stack filters from which some potential candidates can be selected for a set of applications at hand. The best filter for a particular task can then be selected by comparing the perforimances obtained for this low number of candidates. The same training sets of Experiment (D-SNR) were also used for designing optimal symmetric stack filters. Three symmetry constraints were imposed: left-right ~l -~; up-down S v -d , ;and symmetry with respect to the origin so. Only 10 optimal symmetric stack filters were needed to cover, with minimum number of terms, all 192 experiment points (at threshold E = 0.02); see Table III (d).
D. E.xperim,ent ( T , U ) Generalization Power of Optimal Stack Filters Designed in I and (D, (a) Approaches
We analyze, using the sensitivity measure RCD, how well the filter designed for a given training set generalizes to other training sets differing only in the noise realization used. We compare the generalization power of the 7 approach to that of (D,, a) approach.
It is natural that the generalization of an optimal filter to other training sets improves as the size T of the tr,aining set increases, and we illustrate this aspect considering six different values of training set size T :
256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144 (for each T , D is a square subimage from "harbor" image). For each size of the: training set T , we generate 100 different noise realizations (generated as described in Experiment (A-SNR), using X = O.l,E(n) = 0, SNR = 9 dB), compute the optimad stack filter for each training set, and then compute the sensitivities over the other training sets. We also compute for each T the optimal stack filter using (27, a) approach, and evaluate the sensitivities of this solution when applied to each of the 100 training sets:
When T is large enough (e.g., T 2 128 x l28), both the 7 and (2>,@) approaches provide optimal filters that are very close in performance, and thus very robust, as can be seen from Table IV. When T is small, the (D, (a) approach is significantly superior to the 7 approach with respect to both worst and averagle sensitivities, and thus provides better generalization capabillities.
Further experimental results have shown a more general fact: The robustness of the optimal stack filter increases with the rat110 training set sizelprocessing window size T I N .
The conclusions in the preceding subsections were drawn based Ion a single realization of the noise, but it is clear that they hold true, irrespective of the particular noise realization used (compare the sensitivities in the last columns of Table IV , with the threshold E = 1 or 2% used in the preceding section). 
E. Evaluation of Computational Performances for the New Fast Design Procedures
The computational performances of FASTAF procedure when finding the optimal so1ution:s in Experiment (E(v)-SNR) are illustrated in Table V . In this experiment, we have the largest number of training sets where the optimal Boolean filter was not identical to the stack filter, and therefore, the performances presented here are "'worst case performances."
From 132 training sets, only in 11 cases (one such case is shown in the last row of the table), the filter after the third stage ~O P T . I I I was different frorn the optimal one fop^.^^. However, all MAE'S differences are obviously insignificant.
All simulations in this section are performed on a DEC 3000-700 AXP workstation. We also report in Table V the computational times required for running the various stages of FASTAF design procedure and compare them with the time for running one LP (simplex) procedure that was costumized to take into account the special structure of the stacking constraints [3] (the time for computing the cost coefficients is not shown since we illustrate here only differences between methods that start from the set of cost coefficients). We conclude that for window size iV = 9 and images of size 512 x 512, the time cost for finding the optimal stack filter, starting from the cost coefficients, is usually 10 or 100 times faster for FASTAF, compared with a traditional simplex method. For larger window sizes i(N > lo), the traditional LP can no longer solve the optimal design problem, at least using common memory and time resources, whereas FASTAF (the first three stages) can be used for orders as large as 20.
The CPU time required by the lvlatlab program described in Section IV-B for implementing stages I1 and I11 of the FASTAF procedure is on average 0.9 s, compared with the 0.22 s (see Table V) required by its C language counterpart but still is very fast compared with the C implementation of LP or even the Fast-Lin procedure [ 101. Table VI shows the computational performances (precision (MAE) and time required) for the newly introduced procedure (FASTAF) and the procedure Fast-Lin. Since the Fast-Lin procedure does not start from the set of cost coefficients but only uses the data in the training set, we also include, in the time reported for FASTAF, the time to compute the cost coefficients from the data. It can be seen that FASTAF is faster than Fast-Lin, when we consider the window sizes up to N = 13, for which the exact solution can be computed by both methods. In Fig. 6 , we illustrate, for the case N = 13, how quickly FASTAF reaches the exact solution, compared with the slower convergence of the Fast-Lin algorithm to the same solution. A detailed description of the implementation aspects for our costumized LP procedure, which is a new fast algorithm that is recursive in order, and a comparative study of the existing procedures for optimal stack filter design are under preparation.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a training framework for the optimal nonlinear filter design problem. Fast procedures for obtaining optimal solutions for two classes of nonlinear filters, Boolean filters, and stack filters were derived under the new framework.
We presented one major case study pertaining to the optimal design of Boolean and stack filters, where natural images corrupted by additive noise with different characteristics are considered. Elaborate experimental conditions were selected to investigate the robustness of the optimal solutions using a sensitivity measure computed on data sets. The case study led us to conjecture that it is possible to build a library of optimal stack filters suitable for a set of applications. It is, of course, easier to disprove, if possible, this conjecture than to prove it. If it stands, the optimization efforts in nonlinear Boolean-based algorithms should be focused on building such filter libraries for different signal and image processing tasks. to 1990 and a Lecturer from 1990 to 1993 in the Department of Control and Computers at "Politehnica" University of Bucharest, where he currently holds an Associate Professor position. His research interests include neural networks for signal processing applications, system identification, and adaptive nonlinear filtering. He is coauthor of two books and of numerous papers in the fields of automatic control, system identification, and signal processing.
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